Abstract-With rapid increment of personal data amount, how to efficiently search Personal DataSpace(PDS) becomes an interesting and promising research topic. Popular methods include folder explorer, desktop search tools, and etc. Because these methods ignore user features, they fail to work well in some cases. For example, sometimes users expect to relocate a personal document based on some fuzzy memory clues, such as its type, access time, and so on. These queries can't be supported well by current personal data management tools.
I. INTRODUCTION
With rapid increment of personal data amount, people have to manage more and more personal data resources in limited time. Therefore how to efficiently relocate expected items in Personal DataSpace(PDS) [1] , [2] , [3] becomes an important and interesting research topic. Taking personal desktop resources management for an example, folder explorer is the most popular way [4] for users to refind expected files, but it demands users have knowledge about the path of the files. It is a challenge for ordinary users to remember the exact path of the long-time-unvisited files. Desktop search is another popular tool for relocating expected files, but it works well only when users can recall exact keywords in the aimed documents. Neither of these methods works well to the following queries.
Query 1: Find me the picture I developed for MDM2008 one year ago, which type is jpg or vsd, but I can't remember its path and name exactly.
Query 2: Find me a file of ppt type about dataspace I copied from others, which was stored in D: of my desktop computer, and I have visited it in the last month.
We often meet the queries like the two examples in everyday life, and the existing methods can't help us to finish them efficiently. These queries have the following characters. First, users can't remember the exact values of their attributes, such as file names, pathes, keywords, and so on. Second, users can only recall some fuzzy clues for querying. For example, "which type is jpg or vsd", "I have visited it in the last month", and etc. So we must discover a method to specify these features to support exploring personal dataspace based on these fuzzy clues, which is the focus of this paper.
A. Related work
Related works include Personal DataSpace(PDS), Personal Information Management(PIM), Resource Space Model, theories of cognitive psychology, and so on.
Franklin et al. [1] , [2] introduced the DataSpace Support Platforms (DSSPs) for next generation data management to fit the new characteristics of data, such as large scale, heterogeneity, evolutionary, and so on. These studies on Personal DataSpace include data model [3] , indexing, querying [5] and prototype systems, such as iMemex [6] , [7] , Semex [8] and so on. In Personal Information Management(PIM) area, there are also some research works and systems, like Haystack [9] , MyLifeBits [10] , and etc. Desktop search engine [11] is also an important effort to tackle the problem, which allows users to relocate expected items by keywords. All these works concentrate on describing the objective data world, but pay little attention to the role of user features in improving efficiency of data operations, thus they fail to work well to the example queries.
According to cognitive psychology, there are some rules on user memory, which play an important role in managing PDS [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . For example, different from web search, PDS searches are known-item search, which means the user knows the existence of the searched items, and only want to relocate them for reuse. These knowledge can be utilized to improve the efficiency of searching PDS. Reference [16] proposes a user-centered framework of personal dataspace management systems, and presents to take CoreSpace to describe the set of frequently-accessed personal data items. We extend this concept in this paper so as to allow users access PDS more effectively.
There are also some works on modeling semantic association of data resources, such as Semantic Link Network(SLN) [17] , Resource Space Model(RSM) [18] , [19] , [20] , which are general methods on data resources specifi-cation. In this paper, we focus on utilizing these knowledge and techniques to produce an effective approach for searching PDS.
B. Contribution Summary
In this paper, our contributions can be summarized as below: The first, we propose to take SLN to represent PDS, and divide the semantic links among PDS into two classes: Objective Semantic Link(OSL) and subjective Memory-based Semantic Link(MSL), further we propose a new concept Personal CoreSpace(PCS), which is a classification view of personal resources and is specified as a n-dimensional space based on Resource Space Model(RSM).
The second, we discover several types of MSLs which can be utilized to help users relocate expected items, and design an ontology of PCS based on user experiences and memory rules, and illustrate its axis and coordinates.
The third, we propose a facet-based search interface of PDS, which can help users perform complex semantic query, and propose a method to translate the PCS ontology into a facet-based search interface. We validate the effectiveness of our methods by implementing a prototype system. The paper is organized as below, Session II gives an overview of Personal CoreSpace. Session III introduces the design of PCS and an ontology of PCS. Session IV introduces the implementation of our methods. Session V concludes the paper.
II. PERSONAL CORESPACE OVERVIEW
In this section, we overview CoreSpace from the following aspects: features of personal data and operation, Resource Space Model overview and Personal CoreSpace Model.
A. Features of Personal Data
Different from other data management domain, there are many special features of personal data.
1) Versatile and heterogeneous:
Personal data come from different data sources, such as Web, email systems, desktop file systems, and so on. All the data items are stored in multi places(Desktop, web, laptop, cellphone, and etc.). So we need to take an uniform method to specify the heterogeneous data sources.
2) Personalization: Because of the differences of position, knowledge background, and experience of using computer, persons usually have different habits on organizing personal data resources, such as the style of naming files, the policies for classification, and so on.
3) Complex structure: In RDBMS, relations are based on class(table) level. But in PDS, the relations are based on entity(tuple) level. Each entity may have relations with others. for example, a people is both an author of a paper and a sender of an email. It is a challenge for people to design a completive schema to describe these entity-based associations. Therefore PDS demands a more flexible schema.
4) Evolutionary:
Traditional data management systems are business-oriented, and the updates of data is implemented by manual measures. For example, to a student management system, users only need to update the records(insert new records or update existed records) according to the practical conditions. But in PDS, it is impossible for users to manually update PDS every time when he makes a modification on his data resources, thus PDS needs an evolution mechanism to automatically update PDS with user interactions. 5) Disordered: Although people try their best to classify personal data items well, it is a challenge for them to make and maintain a good category of personal data resources because of limitation of people memory and the random of encountering new entities. For example, when a user finds a new useful paper (e.g. indexing dataspace) and want to keep it, it isn't easy for him to select a "right" folder to place it.
B. Features of personal data operation
Because of the data features, there are many differences about data operations between PDS and traditional DBMS.
1) PayGo Integration:
The construction of traditional database is mostly a manual process, and the data items are always input by users one by one. In PDS, it should be an automatic process to lessen user burdens. There should be a self-learning engine to get the knowledge on what should be kept and how to keep them efficiently. Thus PDS construction is a pay-as-you-go process, which means with user interactions, PDS will become more and more optimized and provide users more and more efficient services.
2) Known-item relocation: In PDS, the aim that people keep data items is to reuse them in the future, therefore most data access in PDS is known-item based relocation, which means to relocate one or some existing items, and it is different from Web search and structure-based queries. To web search, people don't know if there are expected results. To RDBMS query, users know the existence of the expected entities, and know exact clues for relocating it, like product ID, student name, and etc. In PDS, because of the limitation of people memory, users often can not remember exact information on expected data items, like the two query examples given in section 1.
3) Multi query methods: In traditional RDBMS, because there are stable data schema, there is always a predesigned query interface. For example, a student management system provides query measures based on student ID or student name. But in PDS, there are many distinct query scenarios, which demand different query methods. For example, to relocate a frequently-used items, users may expect a simple browsing way to refind it; To relocate a file untouched for a long time, users need to relocate it by keyword search tools. So PDS systems should provide users multi query methods.
4) Simple interface:
The aim of Personal DataSpace Management Systems(PDSMS) is to help users efficiently manage personal data resources. Comparing with traditional DBMS, there is no specific administrator, and the user is both system manager and end user. Because most ordinary users haven't special knowledge on data management, the interface of PDSMS should be as simple as possible.
C. Resource Space Model Overview
A fundamental problem of personal dataspace management is classification, which means how to effectively classify personal data resources. Thus the first task is to find an effective method to specify classifications of personal data resources.
Resource Space Model(RSM) is proposed by Hai Zhuge [18] , [19] , [20] , which is based on theories of cognitive psychology, focus on specifying, sharing and managing versatile resources with a universal resource view, and forms a completed theory systems. RSM is inspired by the fact that Internet makes web becoming a global data repository, and how to specify and share these sea-size data become a challenge problem. The personal data resources have similar features with web resources, such as versatile, distributed, heterogeneous, evolutionary and so on. Based on it, we propose to take RSM to specify the global view of PDS. Firstly we give an overview on main concepts of RSM [18] , [19] , [20] .
(1) A resource space is a n-dimensional space where every point uniquely determines one resource or a set of interrelated resources, denoted as RS(X1; X2; ...; Xn) or just by name RS in simple. X i is the name of an axis. X i = (C i1 ; C i2 ; ...; C in ) represents an axis with its coordinates and the order between them. C denotes the coordinate name in form of a noun or a noun phrase. Any name corresponds to a formal or an informal semantic definition in its domain ontology.
(2) A coordinate C represents a class of resources, denoted as R(C), a coordinate C is called independent from another coordinate C if C is neither the synonym nor the nearsynonym of C in the discussion domain ontology.
(3) Two axes are called the same if their names are the same and the names of all the corresponding coordinates are the same in a discussion domain ontology.
(4) If two axes X 1 = (C 11 ; C 12 ; ...; C 1n ) and X 2 = (C 21 ; C 22 ; ...; C 2m ) have the same axis name but have different coordinates, they can be merged into one: X = X 1 X 2 = (C 11 ; C 12 ; ...; C 1n ; C 21 ; C 22 ; ...; C 2m ) whose order consists with the order of (C 11 ; C 12 ; ...; C 1n ) and (C 21 ; C 22 ; ...; C 2m ).
(5) An axis X can be split into two axes X and X by dividing the coordinate set of X into two: the coordinate set of X and that of X , such that X = X X . Definition 1. Let X = (C 1 ; C 2 ; ...; C n ) be an axis and C i be a coordinate at another axis X , we say that X fine classifies C i (denoted as C i /X) if and only if:
As the result of the fine classification, R(C ) is classified into n categories:
Definition 2. For two axes X = (C 1 ; C 2 ; ...; C n ) and X = (C 1 , C 2 , ..., C m ), we say that X fine classifies X (denoted as X /X) if and only if X fine classifies C 1 ; C 2 ; ...; C m . Definition 3. Two axes X and X are called orthogonal with each other (denoted as X ⊥ X ) if X fine classifies X and vice versa, i.e., both X /X and X/X hold.
Three normal forms of the resource space are defined for designing resource space. The first-normal-form of a resource space is a resource space and there does not exist name duplication between coordinates at any axis. The secondnormal-form of a resource space is a first-normal-form and for any axis, any two coordinates are independent each other. The third-normal-form of a resource space is a second-normalform and any two axes of it are orthogonal with each other.
These concepts show that RSM focuses on taking a coordinate-based method to describe the classification view of resource space.
D. Personal CoreSpace Model
RSM provides an effective method to specify personal data resources. but how to decide if a resource belongs to PDS and how to decide which class it belongs to become two main problems. In this section, we will analyze the relationships between users and normal data sources, and propose a usercentered personal resource classification model CoreSpace. Firstly we give the following concepts.
An entity is an "object" in the real world that is distinguishable from all other objects. In personal dataspace, an entity can be an email, a file, a picture, and so on.
An attribute is descriptive properties possessed by an entity, and an entity is represented as a set of attributes. For example, a file A is an entity, and file name, access time, size are its attributes.
The owner is an specific entity of personal dataspace, which is both the administrator and end user of PDS. Each personal dataspace only has one owner entity, and we call other entities of PDS normal entity.
A relationship is an association among PDS entities. For example, we define a relationship AttachedBy to represent that a file is attached by an email. Because Owner is a special entity of PDS, we divide relationships of PDS into two classes: (1)relationship between PDS owner and normal entities and (2) relationship among normal entities. There are many ownerentity relationships, such as a document is written by owner, an email E is accessed by the owner, etc. We define a basic owner-entity relationship: knownBy(O, E), which means the owner O has seen the entity and known some information on it, which is the precondition of relocation.
A Personal CoreSpace is an ordered collection of personal known entities. A Personal CoreSpace is a n-dimensional space where every point uniquely determines one personal entity or a set of personal entities, we denote it as P CS(X 1 ; X 2 ; ...; X n ) or just by name P CS in simple. X i PCS has following meanings. The first, it only includes the personal known entities, which identify a clear boundary of personal data set. The second, it is not a disordered entity set, but has a logical structure of n-dimensional space, where each coordinate can be taken as a classification on the personal data set. The third, CoreSpace is not a storage physical structure, but a set of views on personal data classification. Figure 1 shows an example of PCS, which has two dimensions: X 1 is entity type, and X 2 is storage place, where X 1 = {P DF, DOC}, and X 2 = {C :, D :}. We can see X 1 and X 2 partition the personal resources into four parts. The part P 1 represents a set of personal files of pdf type located in D : drive. Of course this is only a simple example, the practical P CS will be complex much more.
III. PERSONAL CORESPACE DESIGN [18] proposes some principles and methods for designing RSM, based on which, we design PCS by the following steps: analyzing features of SLN of PDS; Design a PCS ontology.
A. User-centered Semantic Link Network
Semantic Link Network [17] is an effective method to specify resources and their associations. We take it to describe the semantic associations among entities of PCS, and divide the entity associations into two classes. One is the objective associations. For example, the "referenceOf" relationship between two papers, the "authorOf" relationship between a person and a paper, and etc. The other is the associations between objective entities and PDS owner, which depend on the people's memory features, and we call it subjective associations. For example, a user remembers he has accessed file F in may, 2009, or he remembers the type of F is "doc" or "txt". There are many works on how to improve effectiveness of PDS query by highlighting objective associations among entities. For example, we can find "referenceOf" relationship of two papers and "co-author" relationship of two persons by entity extraction and entity identify techniques in IR area [21] , [22] .
According to the two associations of PCS listed above, we divide semantic links of PCS into two classes: Objective Semantic Link(OSL) and Memory-based Semantic Links(MSL), Comparing with OSL, MSL is a type of subjective semantic links, which depends on memory of PDS owner. The followings are our selected attributes for MSL according to people's everyday experiences or research results of cognitive psychology.
1) Natural attributes: Natural attributes means the objective attributes of an entity, which are independent with user characters, and can be obtained directly. For example, as to a personal desktop document, its file name, path, size are natural attributes. According to experiences of persons, the natural attributes are often used to relocate expected items. For example, users usually relocate expected items by exploring folders and ordering the files based on name, access time, type, and so on.
2) User-based attributes: Besides the natural attributes, there are also some user-based attributes, which can't be gotten directly, but is useful for relocating personal documents. According to popular experience, people sometimes expect to refind a document based on some fuzzy clues. For example, when an user want to recall a document, he only remember it hasn't been accessed for a long time, or it is created for a specific task. These attributes must be discovered by analyzing personal behaviors. Figure 3 shows a classification tree derived from analyzing attributes of personal resources, which is based on classifying personal desktop files. If more data resources are considered, such as emails, web pages, and so on, more attributes should be considered for classification.
B. Personal CoreSpace Ontology
According to the classification of figure 3, we design a PCS ontology based on RSM, which is a 9-dimensional space. and the axis includes: name, type, access time, size, path, source, Fig. 3 . A classification structure of Personal CoreSpace access frequency, access type and related task. After deciding the axis, we should consider how to decide the coordinates of each axis. The naive method is to enumerate all possible values for each axis. This method has the following disadvantages. The first, there may be a great number of values for a specific axis, and it will make users inconvenient to explore them. For example, type is an axis, if we list all possible values of it, there may be hundreds of types, but most of which haven't been used by users and aren't helpful for relocating expected items. In fact, an user always prefer to a small number of values to each axis, and their memory on the values has certain rules. So we should select coordinates for each axis based on users' memory rules. We take the personal desktop resources for example to design a PCS ontology, of course it can be extended to more data resources. The axis and their coordinates is described as below.
Known Entities
Type: We specify it with a 2-level classification structure, the first level is {Email, Web pages, Picture, Documents}. As to the second level, picture includes jpg, vsd, gif, etc, and the documents includes doc, txt, pdf, and so on, we don't fine classify email and web pages any more. The concrete coordinates of each subclasses depend on the owner features, we construct it based on user access activities. For example, if the owner is a programmer, the document type values may include cpp, java and so on; if the owner is a researcher, the document type values may include pdf, tex, doc, and etc.
Access Time: Each desktop file has three time attributes: create time, modify time and access time. According to popular experience, it is a challenge for users to remember the exact create time or modify time on a file, but they can remember approximate information on access time. For example, he possibly remembers "I haven't accessed it in last month". Based on the rule "users' memory on an entity decreases with time going", we classify access time axis as "Today","Yesterday","Last week","Last month","Last year","One year ago".
Directory: Directory tree is a natural structure for users to organize personal resources, and path is an important clue for users to relocate expected files. We take the natural directory tree as a axis of PCS, and its coordinates are the actual values of the directory tree.
Size: People seldom remember the exact size of a document, but they can remember its possible size. For example, people can remember "it is only a doc file with one page and has a small size". So it is not meaningful to make a strict classification on file size. Similar to the search tools of Windows Systems, we classify it as
Source: There are many data sources devoted to PCS. A document of PCS may be downloaded from web, copied from other people or developed by himself. It isn't practical to ask the PDS owner to precisely mark source of each personal resource. For example, to a file A and B, where A is copied from a friend, and B is downloaded from a web site, It is uneasy to automatically distinct them without user interactions. Here we make a rough classification policy. We divide them into two classes: self-developed and cloned from other sources.
Access Frequency: It is uneasy for a people to remember exact times a file has been accessed, but he can remember "I frequently access this file" or "I seldom access this file". Therefore we make a partition based on the access times as below: { (1, 5] , (6, 10] , (11, 15] , (15, 20] , (20, ∞] }, where the numbers mean access times.
Access Type: A user sometimes wants to explore documents created or modified by himself. When a person relocates a document, maybe he can not remember exact access time of it, but he can recall if he modified it or read it only. Therefore we classify access type as read-only or modified.
Related tasks: Task is an important factor for people to query PDS. We define a task as a set of personal documents, and take each task as a coordinate of this axis. How to efficiently identify personal tasks and the tasks' related files are challenge problems, and we will tackle them by another work.
Based on the classification as shown in figure 3 and the coordinates we decide for each axis, we can construct a PCS ontology. Of course, it is only an initial one based on personal desktop documents, if more data resources(Email, web pages, etc) are considered, it will have more dimensions. And with time going, it will be added new axis and new coordinates increasingly.
C. Personal CoreSpace Features
From the definition of PCS, we can see it has three features. 1) User dependency: Different persons may have different positions, habits and experiences on using computer, therefore their PCSs are different. The differences are shown by the following respects: PDS size, complexity of associations, number of data sources, and so on. So their PCSs should include different axis and coordinates.
2) Extendability: Both the axis and coordinates of PCS can be extended easily. With time going, the size of personal data set will rise increasingly, and a more detailed classification may be needed, when the new axis and coordinates can be added easily.
3) Evolutionary: The aim of proposing PCS is to release burden of users, therefore its aim is to reduce user's interactions as more as possible. Different from traditional DBMS, the construction and update of PCS are mostly automatic processes. Based on user access activities, new personal entities will be kept into CoreSpace automatically, and the PCS view can evolved with time going.
IV. CORESPACE IMPLEMENTATION
To evaluate the effectiveness of PCS model, we develop a PCS prototype system based on personal desktop resources. Figure 4 shows the framework of it, which mainly includes the following parts: User behavior monitor, Item identifier and Query processer.
A. User Behavior Monitor
User Behavior Monitor(UBM) is responsible for discovering the changes of personal desktop. When a user reads or modifies a file, this operation results in changes of its attributes, UBM is to find these changes in time. If these changes can't be found, it will lead to inconsistency of personal resources, and bring problems to queries.
The monitoring program is developed by us to monitor desktop changes by scanning the recent folder. According to our investigation, most users active the "recent folder" option, and we can easily find the the latest update of desktop resources. We can directly get some natural attributes of accessed file, like name, access time, directory, size, and etc. But we can't directly get the attributes of access type, access frequency and related task. As to access type, we compute it by comparing its modify time with the original one recorded in PDS. Access frequency is the access times, and can be easily gotten. How to identify related task of a personal document is another interesting topic, and is not the focus of this work.
B. PayGo Evolution of Personal CoreSpace
Personal CoreSpace draws a beautiful picture for us to easily relocate expected items. But how to efficiently construct and update PCS are two important problems. As discussed above, it is impossible to ask people update it manually each time when there is change in desktop, so we take a pay-as-yougo method to build PCS and update it efficiently. The related 
1) Identify personal known items:
There are mainly three methods. The naive method is to monitor user behaviors to find new personal resources and keep it into PDS. But this method can't build a PCS soon. To tackle the problem, we propose a method to automatically construct initial PCS, it mines some user preferences features based on recent-accessed files and automatically construct a classifier to identify the known entities among desktop resources. This method is not focus of this paper, and is not introduced in details.
2) Construct Personal CoreSpace: Let S = {X 1 ; X 2 ; ...; X n }, which is the set of personal known items, where n is the number of known items, and each X i includes the following natural attributes: file name, file size, directory, access time, type, and etc. We construct PCS as below. The first, we summarize the coordinates for each axis based on S. For example, based on the type attributes, we can get the set of file types cared by the user, and take it as the coordinates of type axis. By this method, we can decide coordinates for other axis based on natural attributes.
To the attributes that can not be directly obtained by analyzing the entities themselves, we must got them by analyzing user access activities. For example, access frequency and personal task must be computed based on user access activities.
3) PayGo Evolution of Personal CoreSpace: Once built, the CoreSpace should have the ability to evolve with users' operations, which means, with people's interactions(pay) PCS should be optimized adaptively(go). By the monitor, PCS system can automatically find the changes of desktop. Once monitoring a user activity, it will do the following operations.
If the file operated is a new one, it will be added into PCS and linked into the proper classes of PCS. attributes of it will be updated, such as access time, access frequency, related task, and so on. Through monitoring users behavior, PCS can be automatically updated. We also call it pay-as-you-go integration of personal data resources.
C. From CoreSpace to Facet Search
PCS is a tree structure, and based on it we can easily design a facet-based hierarchical structure. The method is simple, we take each coordinate X i as a facet F i , and take its coordinates as the options of facet F i . Based on the hierarchical structure of PCS, we can easily construct a facet-based search interface.
Facet-based search interface provides users a simple and easy method for relocation. Keyword search and structured query language are two popular query methods. The former can't support semantic query, and the latter can't be used easily by average users because its complexity. In PDS, users need a lightweight search method and a friendly search interface, which doesn't only support semantic query, but also is as simple as possible. We leverage it and make a good tradeoff based on facet search. We propose a simple and visualized method to represent simple conditional expression.
Let X and X are two selected nodes of facet tree, and they can be regarded as two conditional expressions. For example, if X means node "T ype\Doc" , which represents expression x.type = Doc . Based on it, we define the following query algebra: If X is brother of X , it means X ∨ X ; else it means X ∧ X . Figure 5 shows an example of facet query. The nodes marked with star represent the options selected by user, according to the query algebra we defined above, we can get the following logical expression:
It means the user want to relocate some personal data items, which lie in "D : \P icture" and have type of vsd or jpg.
To fit users expectations, we design a combined query interface, which support keyword search, facet-based CoreSpace explorer and folder explorer.
D. CoreSpace Search Implementation
To evaluate the effectiveness of our PCS model, we develop a prototype system CoreSpace. Figure 6 is the query interface of it. The left of it is an area where users input query conditions, the right part is for displaying query results, and the bottom of right area is the input form for keyword search. The system has the following features.
1) CoreSpace Explorer:
In the default case, the right area displays the files of PCS, which support users rehandle them more. Users can rank them based on access time, type, name and so on.
2) Facet-based Filter: Because the result set is often large in the default cases, users can refine the results by filtering them based on facet search interface. We can input simple semantic expression. For example, if we can remember the expected item is a pdf or text file, we can filter all doc and text files of PCS by selecting the "type \ pdf " option and the "type \ txt" option, which make it easier for users to relocate what are expected.
3) Combined Search: A friendly search interface should support multi query requirements. As shown in figure 6 , we design a search interface which combines multi query methods, instead of single CoreSpace explorer. Through the interface, a user can combine keyword search and PCS explorer for relocating more effectively.
E. Illustration of PCS query
In this section, we utilize the two query examples given in section 1 to illustrate the query process based on our prototype system. Query 1: Find me the picture I developed for MDM2008 one year ago, which type is jpg or vsd, but I can't remember its path and name exactly.
The user can finish it by the following steps. Firstly he searches it by inputting keyword "MDM", there may be a lot of files returned. Then he can filter the results by selecting "type\jpg" and "type\vsd". If there are still too many items returned, he can further filter the results by selecting "Operation\ Have modif ied" and "Lastaccess\one − year −ago" in facet search window. Therefore he can relocate it more easily. Query 2: Find me a file of ppt type about Dataspace I copied from others, which was stored in D: of my desktop computer, and I have visited it in the last month.
To perform this query, the user firstly select "type\ppt", then he can select "Location\D: ", and select the "Last Access\Last month". Then he can relocate it by exploring the files according to the conditions. If the results size is still large, he can refine it by inputing keyword "Dataspace".
V. CONCLUSIONS
By utilizing Resource Space Model(RSM) in personal dataspace management area, we propose a personal resource space model: Personal CoreSpace, which is a n-dimensional space of personal resources based on memory rules of people. We define nine axis and their coordinates, and based on it we propose a PCS ontology. Further we present a framework of PCS systems and introduce a prototype system implemented This work highlights some interesting research topics. In the future, we plan to do the following works. The first, in PCS, the coordinates of some axis(such as personal task, and etc.)are not a partition of personal resource set, but a coverage of it, therefore we will try to extend RSM to make it fit the characters of PCS better. The second, we will try to find more rules on user activities to make the PCS ontology more completed. In addition, we will take more personal resources(Email, web pages, and etc.) into consideration in the PDS ontology and our methods and systems.
